
 
 

Deep Space Gateway Concept Science Workshop 
PowerPoint Presentation Template Instructions 

 
Dear Presenters: 
 
Please find attached a PowerPoint presentation template for the upcoming Deep Space Gateway Concept 
Science Workshop. The main purpose of the template is to help NASA glean information on the resources that 
your investigation would require from a gateway concept in lunar orbit. 
 
It is likely that not all fields in the table are applicable to your talk; please simply populate all fields that you can. 
 
If your institution insists that you use your own PowerPoint template, then please incorporate slides 2, 3, and 4 
into your template. 
 
Slide 2: 
Function Statement:  Please summarize your instrument/investigation, including the science questions you are 
trying to answer. 
 
Why is the gateway the optimal facility for this instrument/research?:  Please explain why your activity needs to 
occur at the gateway, or how the gateway is enabling. 
 
Slide 3: 
Mass:  Predicted mass of your instrument/experiment. 
 
Volume:  Volume (and possibly dimensions) of your instrument/experiment. 
 
Power:  Power requirements of your instrument/experiment. Please include any special power requirements, 
e.g., higher initial requirements followed by a steady state power requirement.   
 
Thermal Requirements:  What are the heat dissipation needs of your instrument/experiment? 
 
Daily Data Volume:  What is the data generation profile for your instrument/experiment? 
 
Current TRL:  Describe the maturity of your instrument/experiment. 
 
WAG Cost and Basis:  Provide information, with justification where possible, on expected costs. 
 
Duration of Experiment:  Is there a fixed duration for your experiment, i.e. does it become complete, or is it 
open-ended? 
 
Other Parameters:  Any other details or requirements for your instrument/experiment  
 



Slide 4: 
Orbit Considerations:  Please describe optimal, acceptable, and unacceptable orbits. 
 
Field of View Requirements:  What of the FOV requirements for your instrument/experiment? Do you need to 
look in a certain direction? Do you need extremely precise pointing? 
 
Requires Use of Airlock:  Do you need to either ingress of egress anything as part of your experiment? 
 
Crew Interaction Required?  What level of crew interaction is required for your instrument/experiment? Please 
describe if the level of crew interaction varies over time; e.g., initially high for setup, then low/zero interaction. 
 
Will Astronaut Presence be Disruptive?  Is your instrument/experiment going to be adversely affected by the 
presence of the crew? e.g., sensitivity to vibration. Is the bulk of your activities best achieved whilst the gateway 
is unoccupied? 
 
Does the Instrument Present a Risk to the Crew?  Does any aspect of your instrument/experiment represent a 
crew hazard? 
 
Other Consumables Required?  Does your instrument/experiment require additional consumables/resources? 
e.g., vacuum or nitrogen? 
 
Special Sample Handling Requirements:  Does your instrument/experiment require any special sample handling? 
e.g., cryogenic storage and/or Earth return? Or analysis of samples at the gateway? 
 
Need for Telerobotics:  Does your instrument/experiment require telerobotics? If so, what level of crew time 
and telerobotic resources do you need? 
 
Other Requirements of the Gateway:  Any other gateway-supplied resources that your instrument/experiment 
needs. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Ben Bussey     Michael New 
david.b.bussey@nasa.gov   michael.h.new@nasa.gov 
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